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The main reason



DO333

� Formal methods are capable of demonstrating properties 

of software systems such

� Freedom from exceptions.

� Freedom from deadlock.

� Non-interference between different levels of criticality.

� Worst case execution time.

� Bounds on stack size during execution.

� Freedom from unintended function.

� Correct synchronous or asynchronous behavior.



What can FM do?

� Formal methods have the potential for both increasing 

safety and decreasing the effort of certifying flight-

critical systems. Firstly, experience shows that the very 

act of capturing requirements using formal notations is of 

benefit: it forces the writer to ask all sorts of questions 

that would otherwise be postponed until coding

� It is more effective to write requirements formally than to 

write an informal one.

� Formal analysis can provide exhaustive verification of 

software at whatever levels it is applied. All states 

executed



DO333 Case Studies

� Some case studies are reported in the appendix of DO333

� Two teams were set up to verify the redundancy 

management components of the UAV control system. One 

team used traditional testing of the software. The other 

team performed verification using model checking tools.

� Some of the errors found would have been impossible to find 

by testing
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Autopilot Modes



Mode transition logic

� In the SARAS autopilot design the mode transitions were defined as 

tables

� There is a transition table which defines the triggers as columns and 

the states as row. Each state has a serial number

� Each cell defined by a trigger and state has the state number to which 

the particular combination of trigger (col) and previous state (row) 

will transit

� The guards for the particular transition is defined in another similar 

table with a guard or condition number

� This method was used to define the mode transition for a recent 

design of an autopilot



Mode transition table



Condition table



Condition set



Reviews

� A set of if else statements were automatically generated to review 

the mode transitions.

S No If IN Transit TO

When Trigger 

happens If condition is TRUE

1DIS(Vertical) PAH AP No AP and FD inhibit conditions Exist

2PAH DIS(Vertical) AP ~ AP  OFF and FD is OFF

3PAH PAH AP ~ AP OFF and ~FD is OFF

4PAH PAH AP ~ FD OFF and AP OFF

5SPD HOLD DIS(Vertical) AP ~ AP  OFF and FD is OFF

6SPD HOLD SPD HOLD AP ~ AP OFF and ~FD is OFF

7SPD HOLD SPD HOLD AP ~ FD OFF and AP OFF

8VS DIS(Vertical) AP ~ AP  OFF and FD is OFF

9VS VS AP ~ AP OFF and ~FD is OFF



Assertions

� In Disconnect mode, Disconnect (Vertical/Lateral), FD, AP, ALT SEL, 

LOC, GS, NAV VOR and BC shall be OFF.

� When both AP and FD are OFF, Disconnect(Vertical/Lateral), ALT SEL, 

LOC, GS, NAV VOR and BC need to be OFF. 

� During Go-Around mode, AP need to be OFF, FD need to be ON, ALT 

SEL, LOC, GS, NAV VOR and BC need to be OFF.

� When ALT SEL is captured (Software Trigger), then vertical mode 

needs to be ALT CAP.

� During ALT HOLD mode ALT SEL is turned OFF.

� And so on …..



Safe States

� The assertions were coded in Matlab

� All the states were looped through, a total of 1200 states 

and checked for violation of these assertions

� The states that violated the assertions were discarded as 

unsafe

� A set of 500 states were found that did not violate the 

assertion

� These were independently reviewed for correctness



All combination test
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All combination test

� All combinations of triggers, states and conditions were 

simulated

� A total of 36,391,680 executions were carried out during 

the validation process. 2 days of weekend runs.

� Any execution where the safe state, trigger and condition 

did not result in a safe state was flagged as error for 

further analysis

� Errors were found in the design and corrected



Verification

� Random combinations of trigger, condition and safe state 

were generated and the transitions monitored against the 

assertions (as a precaution)

� Each trigger and state combination resulted in that specific 

cell getting covered

� If the cell had more than 1 transition then all combinations 

of conditions was exercised for complete coverage

� A greedy algorithm selected a minimal set of tests that 

resulted in 100% coverage



Summary

� Formal method can be used in parts and the planning 

document can indicate which part would be defined 

formally

� Light weight semiformal means are a good starting point 

to move towards a formal specification and analysis 

approach to validating safety critical systems

� Any formal method tool used for the verification and 

validation has to undergo tool qualification!


